
44 national and
international NGOs call for
renewal and expansion of
truce in Yemen

With the current truce agreement set to expire on 2 October
2022, humanitarian organisations remind all parties to the
conflict that the future of the people of Yemen is in their
hands.

As organisations working in Yemen, we recognise and applaud
the important steps taken by all parties to the conflict as they
continue to work towards upholding the truce. Together you
have enabled the longest period of calm for more than seven
years, bringing relief and hope to the people of Yemen. During
the past six months, we have seen a 60 per cent reduction in
casualties. The amount of fuel entering Hudaydah port has
quadrupled, allowing hospitals and businesses greater access
to fuel, helping to maintain proper functionality of and access
to public services, including critical medical treatments.
Commercial flights from Sana’a have helped 21,000 Yemenis
to access lifesaving medical care, pursue education and
business opportunities and reunite with loved ones overseas.

With the current truce agreement set to expire, now is a
critical moment for the people of Yemen. While important
gains have already been made, more time is needed to ensure
that Yemenis can start to rebuild and recover their lives.

After more than seven years of conflict, 23.4 million people in
Yemen are dependent on humanitarian assistance. A longer
truce would be the first step towards building the lasting
peace that is critical to allow people to move beyond food
handouts and build their self-reliance. More time is needed to
take steps to resolve the payment of civil servant salaries,
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ensuring that (among the many public sector workers) more
teachers are available to support children through education
and that more nurses and health practitioners are there to
save lives.

While civilian casualties have fallen during the period of the
truce, injuries and death as a result of landmines and
unexploded ordnances are continuing to rise. A longer period
of peace would give humanitarian mine actors the time
needed to import critical demining equipment, train staff and
carry out clearance to help protect civilians, allow farmers to
start using land again, and ensure that children can attend
school without risking their lives.

A longer extension of the truce would be the first step in
further building upon the gains over the past six months and
creating the stability needed to carry out longer-term
assistance. If the conflict restarts now, it not only risks
destroying gains already made but threatens the future
development of Yemen.

Families that we speak to tell us that they want the conflict to
end and recognise that, while the truce might not be perfect,
it is a crucial step on the road to long and lasting peace. A
reduction in fighting means that for the first time in more than
seven years, children could start the school year without fear
of attacks, including those caused by airstrikes and ground
shell and missile fire. As one first-grade teacher said, “During
these six months, my pupils have begun to change their
perception of seeing a plane fly overhead. To not be terrified,
confused and uncomfortable. I hope they will not have to
change their perception back to what it was before”.

Al Tathamon Foundation for Development // Abna Saada
Association for Development Social & Charity // ACTED Action
Contre la Faim (ACF) // Action For Humanity International //
ADRA // Alamal Women’s Sociocultural Foundation (AWSF) //
All Girls Foundation // CARE // Civilians In Conflict ( CIVIC) //
Diakonie Katastrophenhilfe // Danish Refugee Council // FES //
Field Medical Foundation // Generations without Qat // HALO //
Handicap International – Humanity and Inclusion //
International Medical Corps // INTERSOS // IRC // Islamic Relief



Worldwide // Life Makers Meeting Place Organisation // Light
Foundation for Development // Mercy Corps // MSI Yemen //
Norwegian People’s Aid Norwegian Refugee Council // Oxfam //
Polish Humanitarian Action (PAH) // PU-AMI (Premiére Urgence
— Aide Médicale Internationale) // Qudrah Organization for
Sustainable Development // Rawahel Foundation Development
Relief International // Rescue Foundation for Development //
Samaritan’s Purse // Save the Children // She4Society Intiative
// Tamdeen Youth Foundation // Vision Hope International //
War Child UK // Yemen Center for Human Rights Studies //
Yemen Family Care Association // ZOA

For any questions or to request to interview one of our
spokespeople, please contact:

Islamic Relief is a faith-inspired, development and
humanitarian agency working to transform and save the lives
of some of the most vulnerable people in over 40 countries.
Islamic Relief assists people according to need and does not
discriminate in any way.

Set up in Birmingham in 1984 by a group of volunteers, we
have assisted over 117 million people all over the world.
We’re saving lives and empowering people to lift themselves
out of poverty in over 40 countries – from Bangladesh to
Bosnia, Pakistan to Palestine, Kenya to Kosovo. Islamic Relief
is on the ground in some of the world’s most dangerous and
difficult places – including Syria and Yemen – strengthening
the most marginalised communities to withstand conflict and
natural disasters and to build a brighter future. We also
support vulnerable people in theUKin partnership with local
charities and organisations.
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